INTRODUCTION AND
MATERIALS GUIDE

Welcome To
ZTechnik Worldwide
MATERIAL ICONS

We are pleased to bring you this accessory catalogue and welcome you to the ZTechnik product
line. ZTechnik, a division of National Cycle, Inc., specializes in high quality, innovative accessories for
BMW Motorcycles.
The name itself, ZTechnik, is from the German
“Zubehör Technik,” which roughly translates to
“technical accessories” in English. The philosophy
of ZTechnik is to adhere to strict standards to produce only the highest quality accessories possible
in order to enhance the rider’s total experience.
Come ride with us, and you will experience the
spark that drives a product into the design phase.
It’s not where we hang our helmets that these accessories are born... they find a place onto the
pages of this catalogue after many miles of riding
and talking with other BMW riders. The riders, the
roads, and the experiences are all very different, but
the one common bond all motorcyclists seem to
share is the innate urge to mold their bike to themselves.
As great as the machines are, riders need products
and accessories to solve problems, to carry gear, or
simply for the fun of customizing their motorcycle,
for making their bike unique.
We would like ZTechnik to augment your needs
when it comes time to make your BMW motorcycle
special. Our highly trained, technically skilled staff
is at your service with our latest innovative products designed to enhance your enjoyment of riding.

Developed for motorcycle windscreen use by National Cycle, Quantum® hardcoating takes a
quantum leap forward in scratch resistance, superb optics and long outdoor life. National Cycle
and ZTechnik apply this crystal clear hardcoating to
thick gauged polycarbonate material. The combined result is the strongest, most scratch resistant
windscreen material available worldwide.
Lexan® polycarbonate windscreens with FMR
hardcoating provide unbeatable strength, excellent
optical quality, and extremely good scratch resistance. Lexan FMR polycarbonate is the OEM motorcycle industry standard and was originally
introduced to the motorcycle industry by National
Cycle, Inc.
High strength Stainless Steel material is extremely resistant to corrosion and will not fatigue
under weight bearing, high stress loads. Finish
varies depending on product.
High strength Steel material will not fatigue with
weight bearing and high stress loads. Finish varies
depending on product.
Our Machined Aluminum products are impressively milled and solidly constructed. Available in
several anodized finishes.
Cast Metal, a time-honored method of pouring hot
metal into a mold, enables us to create complex
and multi-dimensional designs.
OTHER ICONS
All Hardware and Fasteners Included that are
required to mount the item. Supplemental hardware may be required for certain models as noted
in our application chart.

Good Riding!
Uses Existing Mounting Hardware and requires
no supplemental fasteners.

Barry Willey
President, National Cycle, Inc.

An exclusive 3-Year Warranty covers all registered
ZTechnik polycarbonate windscreens against
breakage. Register yours at www.ztechnik.com.
ABE Approved for German homologation. All
ZTechnik windscreens are U.S. DOT approved as
well.

BINDER CONTENTS
Introduction and Materials Guide
Windscreens and Windscreen
Accessories
Appearance and Trim

ABE Pending. U.S. DOT approved.

New Products are identified with this
icon at the top of each page.

Touring, Comfort and Convenience
ZTechnik Accessory Mounts
and Adapters
Applications and Pricing

866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465)

Quantum® is an exclusive product and a trademark of National Cycle, Inc.,
Maywood, IL USA.
VStream® is a registered trademark of National Cycle, Inc., Maywood, IL
USA and is covered by patent #7387328.
Motorcycle model names and designations are trademarks of BMW AG and
are used for reference only.
Lexan® is a registered product of SABIC.
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ZTechnik Worldwide
ZTechnik was formed in 2000 to provide BMW dealerships
with windscreens and accessories of OEM quality. Over
the years, the ZTechnik brand has gained worldwide
recognition, and our mission remains the same.

ZTechnik is releasing new products almost every month
of the year! This new catalog provides a format for you to
showcase all ZTechnik's products, new offerings and upto-date information for riders worldwide.

ZTechnik products are designed, engineered and manufactured by National Cycle, Inc. in the U.S.A. Our windscreen line is the finest you can provide to your
customers. We start with the best materials and incorporate our state-of-the-art manufacturing. Check out the
bracket systems for naked F- and R-Series motorcycles.
Each system is engineered directly on the bike for a motorcycle-specific OEM fit and finish.

Some of the icons used throughout this catalog you will
recognize as ZTechnik trademarks. A detailed explanation
for all the icons is given in the beginning pages. Familiarize yourself with them and you’ll be able to quickly supply
the enthusiast with much of their needed product information.

At ZTechnik, we think about every product from the rider’s
perspective. We measure the value of any accessory by
how it increases the rider’s enjoyment and whether it
gives him or her more confidence and ability on the road.

PLACING AN ORDER

We get constant feedback from dealers and customers for
new products and features. The ZTechnik Engineering and
Production Teams are working hard to bring these to you
and your customers!
Thank you for your support, and good riding!

GETTING AROUND

E-mail to: ncorders@nationalcycle.com
Fax 708-343-0625, or
Phone 708-343-0400 or
866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465)
A purchase order number should be used in all cases
– even the date works!

Complete shipping information and instructions are
on the back page of this catalog.

WINDSCREENS
AND ACCESSORIES

In turn, your order will be acknowledged on receipt.

The tab on each page defines the
ZTechnik® product category...
...while the color denotes a
BMW® model series:
R Series
K Series
S Series
F Series

R SERIES GS

G Series
C Series
Multi-Fit

All ZTechnik products are manufactured in Maywood, IL U.S.A.
Z0018
©2010-2016 National Cycle, Inc.
Printed in U.S.A.
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866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465)
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Genuine Carbon Fiber
Fuel Cap Trim

APPEARANCE
AND TRIM

Z8890

Z8891

Genuine Carbon Fiber Trim
Z8890 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim

Z8892

Fits a wide range of BMW models with exposed fuel trim ring torx fasteners. Protects filler area from key and fuel pump damage. ZTechnik carbon
fiber is protected with a top coat that will not yellow. Secures with 3M®
waterproof adhesive that is also fuel resistant.

Z8891 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim

MULTI-FUT

Fits a range of BMW models with concealed fuel trim ring fasteners. Protects the fuel trim ring and cap from key and fuel pump damage.

Z8892 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim
Fits a range of later model BMW motorcycles with exposed fuel trim ring
torx fasteners.

All ZTechnik Genuine Carbon Fiber accessories are
designed on each individual motorcycle model. This
guarantees a perfect and precise fit with contours
and edges that compliment the design of the
motorcycle’s bodywork.

Laminate Construction of Genuine Carbon Fiber
High quality, genuine woven carbon fiber material is first cut to shape with a
precision die.
Next, a clear resin is carefully applied so that the entire perimeter has a
smooth, radiused edge, producing a fluid transition to the contact surface of
the motorcycle at all points.
A pressure sensitive adhesive backing is applied that securely, but safely,
attaches the carbon fiber piece to the motorcycle.

ZTechnik Genuine Carbon Fiber accessories are
made to stand up to years of use. They will not
delaminate like cheaper imitations, nor will they
fade and bleach out like faux carbon fiber material.
Like all other ZTechnik Accessories for BMW®
Motorcycles, they’re made to the highest quality
standards – our own.

Refer to the ZTechnik Application Guide for the latest fitment information and updates.
866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465)
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Genuine Carbon Fiber
Tank Protectors

Z8500 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
Fits a wide range of BMW models. Measures
7.50" (19.0cm) long. Genuine carbon fiber cloth
is protected by a clear, smooth resin top coat
that will not yellow. 3M® waterproof adhesive
means no peeling like the lower cost protectors.
Styled for the BMW rider.

APPEARANCE
AND TRIM

Fits a wide range of GS, R and S models. Measures 8.00" (20.3cm) long. Designed to be a perfect fit for the center section of your tank.

Fits all R1200RT and R1200R models. Conpact
size will not interfere with tank bag mounts on
your R1200RT.

Fits all model years of R1200ST and R1200S, as
well as the new K1600GT/GTL. Stylish design
complements the bike’s sleek lines.

Z8504 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector Z8505 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector Z8506 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
Fits all model years of BMW's flagship sport
bike, the K1200S and K1300S. Designed to fit
the center section of the tank to prevent
scratching from abrasive materials and zippers.

Fits a wide range of BMW models from G650GS
to K1300GT.

Fits all F800GS, F700GS and F650GS Twin. Aggressive design also allows for easy removal of
the tank's center section for charging the battery and other maintenance.

Refer to the ZTechnik Application Guide for the latest fitment information and updates.
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866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465)

MULTI-FIT

Z8501 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector Z8502 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector Z8503 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector

Genuine Carbon Fiber
Gauge Panel, Luggage RackTrim

MULTI-FIT

APPEARANCE
AND TRIM

Z8602

Z8611

Z8602 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim

Z8611 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim

Fits 1994-04 R1100/1150RT.

Fits 2006-08 K1200GT.

The 2-piece Z8602 is a specialty fit for these early touring models.

The Z8611 Gauge Panel Trim is a specialty fit for this sport-touring model.

Z8640

Z8901

Z8640 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
Fits 1999-03 R1150GS, 1996-01 R850GS.
The 2-piece Z8602 Gauge Panel Trim fits these early GS models.

Z8901 Carbon Fiber Luggage Rack Trim
Fits 2006-10 R1200R.
Save wear and tear on your powdercoated luggage rack with our Carbon
Fiber Luggage Rack Trim. The Z8901 fits perfectly and exactly on the
2006-10 R1200R.

Laminate Construction of Genuine Carbon Fiber
High quality, genuine woven carbon fiber material is first cut to shape with a
precision die.
Next, a clear resin is carefully applied so that the entire perimeter has a
smooth, radiused edge, producing a fluid transition to the contact surface of
the motorcycle at all points.
A pressure sensitive adhesive backing is applied that securely, but safely,
attaches the carbon fiber piece to the motorcycle.

866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465)
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Genuine Carbon Fiber
Carbon Fiber Trim Sets
Z8305

Z8306

Genuine Carbon Fiber Trim

Z8305 Carbon Fiber Trim Set

Z8306 Carbon Fiber Trim Set

Fits 2005-08 R1200ST.

Fits 2006-07 R1200S.

The Z8305 Kit for the R1200ST consists of the Speedo Gauge Trim (2
pieces) and Key Guard Trim (3 pieces). These kits really make your bike
stand out from the crowd.

The Z8306 Trim Set includes the Speedo Gauge Trim (2 pieces) and Key
Guard/Triple Clamp Trim (2 pieces). Your R-S will look fast even when
standing still!

Z8604

Genuine Carbon Fiber Trim

Genuine Carbon Fiber Trim

Z8325 Carbon Fiber Trim Set

Z8604 Carbon Fiber Trim Set

Fits 2005-08 K1200R and K1200R Sport; 2009-13 K1300R.

Fits 2006-12 F800S.

The 5-piece Z8325 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for the K1200R and K1200R
Sport includes the Speedo Gauge Trim (2 pieces) and the Triple Clamp
Trim (3 pieces).

The 6-piece Z8604 Carbon Fiber Trim Set is designed specially for the
F800S, and includes the Gauge Panel Trim and Upper Triple Clamp Trim
components. Get the cutting edge look of carbon fiber without the cutting
edge bite on your budget.
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866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465)

MULTI-FIT

Z8325

APPEARANCE
AND TRIM

Genuine Carbon Fiber Trim

ZTechnik was formed in 2000 to provide BMW riders
with windscreens and accessories of OEM quality.
Over the years, the ZTechnik brand has gained
worldwide recognition, and our mission remains the
same.
ZTechnik products are designed, engineered and
manufactured by National Cycle, Inc. in the U.S.A.
Our windscreen line is the finest you can buy. We
start with the best materials and incorporate our
state-of-the-art manufacturing technology. Each
product is engineered directly on the bike for an
OEM-quality fit and finish.
At ZTechnik, we think about every product from the
rider’s perspective. We measure the value of any
accessory by how it increases the rider’s enjoyment
and whether it gives him or her more confidence
and ability on the road.
ZTechnik is releasing new products almost every
month of the year! This new catalogue provides
up-to-date information for riders worldwide.
We get constant feedback from dealers and customers for new products and features. The ZTechnik
Engineering and Production Teams are working
hard to bring these to you and your customers!
Thank you for your support, and good riding!

ZTECHNIK CONTACT INFORMATION

For Sales Assistance
Call ZTechnik Toll Free (USA Only):
866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465)
Place Your Order Online
www.ztechnik.com
ZTechnik by National Cycle, Inc.
2200 S. Maywood Drive
Maywood, IL 60153 USA
Phone: 708-343-0400
Fax: 708-343-0625
E-Mail: info@ztechnik.com

National Cycle is ISO 9001 Certified.
$2.50
NC10002
©2019 National Cycle, Inc.

